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Lawrence "Clan" Elements
Rodolfo Dordoni

DESCRIPTION
A seating system with a classic-modern spirit, built
upon a clustering of generous yet sleek shapes that
describe distinctly horizontal lines. Lawrence
embraces its bold, self-assured personality and
adds to it an array of pieces that make it extremely
versatile and allow for the creation of multifunctional compositions that bring understated
elegance to settings that reflect different tastes.
Lawrence comes in two versions, with either a high
or low armrest. Each one correlates to a different
design aesthetic. The high armrest is thinner than
the low one which, in addition to being more
substantial, is the perfect place to rest the cushion
in order to lie comfortably on the sofa.

FEATURES
structure cover and lumbar cushion feature
a graphic quilted motif
channeled goose down padding for lumbar
cushions with Memory Foam core insert
backrest cushions are channeled goose
down padding with structural support insert
removable backrest covers and structure
covers in fabric
metal perimeter base frame with glossy
black-nickel finish. perimeter base with
adjustable feet in matte black painted metal
high or low armrest
optional removable backrest and armrest

The elegant metal perimeter frame with BlackNickel finish emphasizes the formal aesthetic of the
Lawrence sofa, while a set-back perimeter base in
metal alloy with painted black finish supports the
sofa and gives it the appearance of floating above
the floor. This eminently sophisticated detail also
performs the function of protecting the lower part of
the sofa.
Lawrence is the quintessential expression of
bespoke design, a quality inherent to every product
the company makes. It takes inspiration from the
infinite care that goes into making the finest leather
goods. The refined stitching that embellishes the
Lawrence seating systems exemplifies refined taste
and is the product of highly-skilled artisan
craftsmanship that blends technical excellence and
an enlightened appreciation of tradition. Savoir faire
and creative inspiration produce the highest quality
items whose value is enhanced by the use of Cervo
leather, a natural, luxurious material, distinguished
by extraordinary softness and unmistakable grain.
With their well-defined shapes, the "Clan" elements
lend themselves to compositions that express a
more dynamic and informal interpretation of the
living room.
The one-piece seats feature stitching in graphic,
modern square-shaped designs. This refined
tailoring detail epitomizes the company’s skill in
drawing upon tradition to bring new vitality to an
ancient technique like embroidery, through an
unhesitatingly contemporary interpretation of style.
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DIMENSIONS
available in a wide range of dimensions and
configurations
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